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Fifty years passed between the left and right side of the posterboard. On
the left side, Dobbler’s “Field Trip to the Rolling Mill”, steel museum photos
of the workers, and an old postcard of a Youngstown Mill illustrate the past and
all the work, fear, and marketing that took place in the 1950’s. On the right
side, Joel’s “Allentown”, and present photos of Sheet and Tube display the
attitudes of the workers and what became of the mills. The dichotomy of these
images are that they connected even though they are fifty years apart. Mill
workers who see the mills as they are now compared to when they worked in the
booming industry. The children who grew up to believe that their future was
secure with the mills. The town displaying itself proudly in a postcard and the
decadence that became of it.

Sister Monica is a perfect image of societies’ thoughts on what children
should learn. She takes them to a field trip to the “Rolling Mill” to witness
their future. What else would these children do if the mills weren’t around?
This question boomed across America’s youth with a resounding echo. Her poem
described the mills as an ugly, hellish place where the men are dirty and the
noise is unbearable. The children are scared of the mill because of the ugly,
brutish machines and the loud steam whistles. “That is why she trembles here,
the children clinging to her as she watches them learn their future”(111).
Whereas, the character in Joel’s poem grew up believing in the steel mills and
this was what he was taught as child. He was taught that this was his future,
and now he wonders what to do now that his life has been taken away. A lifestyle
that has been embedded into his mind from grade school, gone.

Now as the narrator learns his new future: the unemployment line. He sees
his family and friends wake up from a dream that the mills would live forever.
They look at the dying beast of an industry and clutch an old postcard of where
they used to work. This postcard shows a booming town with jobs. The image
showing the smoke stacks blowing full steam and the worker looks to the old
smoke stack not even puffing. These are the right side photos. He looks again
and tries to see what has changed. The buildings do not look anything like this
image. The buildings he sees are broken down without windows and no life. The
postcard shows new buildings, with lights and windows. Men moving inside them
doing their job. The railroad is shown strong. I see a rusty, old railroad not
to be used again. The river in the postcard is smooth, wide, and clean. The
water I see is brown and we are not even allowed to swim in it. The whole
postcard illustrates a town that looks perfect. It looks like a place were you
would want to live. As the worker flips the card over it may read, “Hope you
enjoy your new job, it will last a lifetime...” Nothing has lasted, everything
has changed.

Billy Joel’s verse, “Every child has a pretty good shot/ To get at least
as far as their old man got”(585) illustrates that the children emulated their
fathers and wanted to get to the same level they achieved. With enough hard work
and time they can life like their fathers. These men didn’t have dreams of
living in multi-million dollars houses, they dreamed of having a house similar
to their fathers’ houses. The workers wanted to live like their fathers because
it was the only life they knew. As John Lennon sung “Working Class Hero” it
reminded of these men and their fathers because they worked hard to provide a
living for their families. The workers aspired to live middle class and have a
nuclear family, that was their dream. They were the backbone of America and
their dream was to live like their fathers did.



After the mill closed, Joel is confused about how this could have
happened. He writes that our fathers served in the war, we went to school that
filled us with promises, and now were in the unemployment line. Everything is
gone from this town, except hope. Joel’s writing could have been the voice of
American workers during the steel mill closings.

The right side photographs are taken from the eyes of a laid off steel
worker. This is the world he views. The steel museum’s collage does not do
justice for him because he still remembers the pink slip given to him. The
images of hard work were replaced with the images of decay and standing in the
unemployment line.

The collage represents the past and present. On the left side shows the
booming economy, men hard at work, and a great place to live. The images on the
left would have been what the children on the field trip saw. They may have been
given a postcard to remind them of their future after the field trip . I thought
of Dobbler’s poem and tried to imagine what it would have been like in the past.
I would have gone on a field trip to the mill and probably hoped that one-day I
will work in the mills also. I would have been told that I would have a job
waiting for me because of my family ties. I would have been raised to be
complacent with this job. I would have dreamed of being like my father, often
looking at the postcard.

The right side represents Joel’s character because he would have lived in
the boom and now he is faced with the unbearable fact of the future. The
“Allentown” compares to Youngstown in that it devastate the valley when it
closed. I walked along the desolate outside remains of Sheet and Tube. The same
as the narrator in “Allentown” did and I wondered what it would be like to be
raised to believe in a dream and then wake up fifty years later and realize that
I have been taught all my life to do this job that is not around anymore. I
became obsolete. The look out upon the skeletal remains of what hasn’t been
salvaged and see the gates close on my future when the mill closed.
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